POSITION: LAB TECHNICIAN
WHERE: MAPLE SHADE, NJ

WORK. LEARN. GROW. BE PART OF SOMETHING.

STONHARD is the world leader in high performance seamless, polymer floors for chemical processing, healthcare, education, transportation, public spaces, pharmaceutical, electronics, food and beverage, industrial and commercial flooring environments.

We are currently seeking a Lab Technician to join our R&D Department that will primarily be responsible for performing a variety of standard and non-standard tests on coating systems and raw materials. Prior experience utilizing coating laboratory analytical equipment including titration, viscosity, DSC, FTIR, TD-GC/MS, tensile/compression is a plus.

WHAT WE ARE LOOKING FOR:

Qualified individuals will possess the following attributes:

- Minimum of 2 years of hands-on laboratory bench testing.
- Experience in polymeric materials testing and/or coatings formulation strongly preferred.
- Associates degree in Chemistry a plus.
- Computer literacy and experience in a laboratory Environment are preferred.

If you possess the above skills and background, we’d like to talk to you. Stonhard offers both a competitive salary and excellent benefits package including Pension and 401k (w/match) and tuition reimbursement plus much more!

DO YOU SEE YOURSELF WORKING WITH US? LET'S GET STARTED.

We are proud to be an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer, making decisions without regard to race, color, religion, creed, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, marital status, national origin, age, veteran status, disability, or any other protected class.

You can apply directly through the following link:
https://chp.tbe.taleo.net/chp03/ats/careers/v2/viewRequisition?org=RPMINTEI2&cws=37&rid=138

Or email resumes with salary requirements directly to me at: LPachioli@stonhard.com